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Accelerate
Data Discoveries
with Qlik Data
Catalyst
Increase the business
value of your data
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INTRODUCTION

Go from many to one streamlined data and analytics
solution. Qlik Data CatalystTM simplifies
and accelerates the cataloging, management,
preparation, and delivery of business-ready
data to Qlik Sense®.
It hasn’t always been easy to identify and deliver analytics-related data to Qlik Sense. It
can be hard work for organizations to find, understand, and prepare data for analysis with
traditional discovery tools sometimes being too slow and inflexible. Your business users
may also have faced the very difficult task of accessing highly technical, non-standard data
sources such as legacy mainframes, NoSQL databases, and XML files. All that’s changed
with Qlik Data Catalyst.

Qlik Data Catalyst makes it easy for all users to search and find the information they need in
a well-documented catalog. By enabling data delivery teams to easily convert raw data into
a governed, analytics-aware resource, Qlik Data Catalyst breaks down information barriers
and reduces the complexities inherent in legacy enterprise data environments. The benefit
to your business is your users spend more time analyzing data and discovering new insights
than finding and preparing data for use.
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Actionable Data, On-Demand
Qlik Data Catalyst makes business-ready data
available, on demand, to Qlik Sense users through
its Smart Data Catalog. From there, Qlik Sense users
shop for the data they need, whenever they need
it. Users of the Catalog can be precise and more
effective in choosing the right data for their analytic
projects because Qlik Data Catalyst maintains a
thorough understanding of every piece of data
including the exact content, format, and quality.
And just as Qlik users can share and collaborate on
analytic apps and dashboards, they can now also
reuse and share data sets in the Smart Data Catalog.

Accelerate data delivery
By simplifying the process of delivering actionable
data, Qlik Data Catalyst accelerates the conversion
of raw data into analytics-ready information. A
process that used to take months takes only hours
with Qlik Data Catalyst. And this includes cleaning,
filtering, enhancing, cataloging, and organizing
data into multiple data sets for different users and
requirements. Qlik Data Catalyst further enhances
data with new business metadata, tags, and
comments as well as allowing users to maximize the
value of their data by seeing its lineage (i.e., which
data sources and calculations created the value) and
where it’s being used.
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An agile, secure, and governed environment
Built on the principles of hardened data security and strong governance, Qlik Data Catalyst delivers
enterprise-grade scalability, reliability, and performance. It’s compliant with common industry standards and
protocols (ex. LDAP, Apache Ranger, Apache Sentry), so it easily integrates with other data management tools.
Qlik Data Catalyst facilitates the capture, enforcement, and monitoring of data access policies throughout the
data lifecycle. It also tracks data usage. With Qlik Data Catalyst, enterprises can automatically identify and
manage sensitive information, such as Personally Identifiable Information (PII), using customizable rulesbased pattern matching. And all data can be encrypted at rest.
From raw to ready: key capabilities
Qlik Data Catalyst includes four core capabilities that transform a traditional data supply chain into a selfservice, on-demand marketplace.
Onboard Data
Profile and document the exact content, structure and quality of a wide variety of enterprise data.
Enrich the Catalog
Build a Smart Data Catalog that documents every aspect of the data and data management process.
Prepare Data
Produce business-ready data with data standardization, cleansing, and protection measures.
Shop & Publish
Make data available for easy, secure consumption by a wide variety of enterprise data users.

Increase the business value of your existing data
The journey from raw data to producing business insights does involve many different capabilities, but it doesn’t
have to be time-consuming, complex, or narrowly focused. The combination of Qlik Sense and Qlik Data Catalyst
uniquely gives your enterprise a way to automatically transform raw data into a governed, analytics-aware
information resource and then drive data discovery and literacy for all types of users across your organization.

About Qlik
Qlik is on a mission to create a data-literate world, where everyone can use data to solve their most challenging problems.
Only Qlik’s end-to-end data management and analytics platform brings together all of an organization’s data from any
source, enabling people at any skill level to use their curiosity to uncover new insights. Companies use Qlik products to see
more deeply into customer behavior, reinvent business processes, discover new revenue streams, and balance risk and
reward. Qlik does business in more than 100 countries and serves over 48,000 customers around the world.
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